03.09.21
Martyn Phillips & Mika Akagi
East Sussex
The Wholeness Support Unit was received as my wife and I were recovering from bouts of
Covid, mine was mild and my wife’s more debitating.
Martyn session 1
3:30pm 14/8/2.
duration about 30 mins
Initial state
tired after gardening tightness in chest.
Initially thick bright energy around head, noticing the tinitus more. Slowly the focus descended
though throat, chest where I noticed an increased openness and ability to breathe, upper
abdomen before focus lost. This took about 8 minutes. A sense of beging “combed”. After about
15 minutes I experienced a moment of discomfort before crown tingled lightly for under minute.
Beyond that no strong sensation noticed. I dropped off twice in the second half.
__________________________
Following, still some tightness in chest. An awareness of being churned up a bit. more sense of
light and openness in top half of body.
1 hour later. feeling quite zapped.
____________________________________________________
MOVED plasma pods to home location on a ley-line about 5m from my bed on the floor above.
very disturbed sleep
__________________________
Martyn session 2
10:00-10:15am 15/8/2
immediate sensation around at a recent (c 10 week-old) eye injury.
better energy at finish
__________________________
10-yr old son felt is gave him a headache
__________________________
MIKA session 1
40 minutes
felt a strong energy field.
immediate sensation in chest and found breathing difficulties related to Covid improved.
after about 15 minutes, the difficulties stopped.
felt sensation in the back of head.

Session 2
30 minutes
felt a tightness in chest, felt better in about 10 minutes.
felt a sensation in my stomach area and womb.

session 3
20minutes
felt a sensation in my left side of head which a flower pot dropped on a day before.
__________________________
Martyn session 3
21:20- 21:35
initially heart and head
after 5 minutes more high frequency tinnitus. tickle at third eye
same energy around head.
__________________________
Martyn session 4
15minutes
sensation around head gradually subsided
Martyn session 5
17/8/21 - 15 minutes 17:00-17:15
little noticeable effect
__________________________
Martyn session 6
NO comment
__________________________
Marrtyn session 7
24/8/21 30 mins
noticing minor heart pain after about 15 mins. (this contu
Followed by more head activity and noticing tinnitus again.
__________________________
In conjunction with coming out of Covid and doing other work that relates to this journey, it s
my impression that using the WSU has helped calm and clarify the energy although I have yet to
come to terms with the weight that I associate with it in the house.
Following installation on the ley-line, the house had the impression of being cooked - or rather
thick energy. Once we had moved it out to help friends suffering from Covid the energy was
lighter and easier to negotiate. It may be that if we choose to install long-term that a seperate
space away from the living spaces will need to be found.
We also have another technology (Lightower) that is also working on energy in the same area.
This has historically been effective at producing greater clarity and focus especially in his
electro-smog.

10.09.21
As this is the second feedback, this is a continuation of our experimentation with the unit.
However, for most of the last two weeks, the unit has been with Covid sufferers, one in
particular. During his affliction, he indicated that he felt the unit was of benefit and so it was left

there. I have requested more detailed feedback from him however have not received any as of
yet.
Upon re-installation of the unit at home, my wife and I noted that the energy was not as intense
as it had been previously. We both felt that the process was not as dramatic and found we
needed to be more precise about sitting slightly forward of centre. The overall energy in the
house does not feel as “cooked” as previously.
9/9/21 25-minute session.
I experienced a (muted) scan from head to abdomen then after about 18 minutes energy and
physical sensations around my crown. I had a greater awareness of chakra energetic structures.
10/9/2130-minute session.
I experienced a similar scan from head to abdomen then little change. After about 22 minutes, it
occurred to me to sit diagonally within the unit so that the bulbs were in front, behind and to
my sides. I immediately felt increased pressure at my third-eye and then at my temples. More
was tehn noticed around abdomen before returning back to around head. Sensations remained
in this area until the end of the session when it felt there was little more developing.
My wife reports the following from her experience:
Session4
20 minutes
In the beginning, I didn't feel the strong energy that I felt for the first 3 sessions.
When I adjusted the chair position, I felt more energy. (we lent the unit to friends, so probably
the energy of the unit needed some time to settle back?)
Felt the energy at the left side of my eye. (I see with my left eye much more than with right eye.)
Session5
20 minutes
I felt the energy going through the upper body. saw beautiful blue waves of light.
session6
20 minutes
I felt the energy going through in my right shoulder, arm, and hand.
I saw a vision of pyramid and white dragon, which was very interesting.

Goals of wellbeing seemed supported by the unit.
I do feel a sense of wellness perhaps better than normal. There appears to be a general
smoothing of mental and physical “bumps”.

